Prechange Scene: FRIDGE (paired with TENNIS GAME scene)

Scene with congruent object added: APPLE

Scene with incongruent object added: TENNIS BALL
Prechange Scene: TENNIS GAME (paired with FRIDGE scene)

Scene with congruent object added: TENNIS BALL

Scene with incongruent object added: APPLE
Prechange Scene: BASKET GAME (paired with PUMPKIN FIELD scene)

Scene with congruent object added: BASKETBALL

Scene with incongruent object added: PUMPKIN
Prechange Scene: PUMPKIN FIELD (paired with BASKET GAME scene)

Scene with congruent object added: PUMPKIN

Scene with incongruent object added: BASKETBALL
Prechange Scene: SAUNA (paired with AQUARIUM scene)

Scene with congruent object added: CANDLE

Scene with incongruent object added: FISH
Prechange Scene: AQUARIUM (paired with SAUNA scene)

Scene with congruent object added: FISH

Scene with incongruent object added: CANDLE
Prechange Scene: DENTIST (paired with BREAKFAST scene)

Scene with congruent object added: DENTAL MIRROR

Scene with incongruent object added: SILVER SPOON
Prechange Scene: BREAKFAST (paired with DENTIST scene)

Scene with congruent object added: SILVER SPOON

Scene with incongruent object added: DENTAL MIRROR
Prechange Scene: STREET (paired with FLORIST scene)

Scene with congruent object added: FIRE HYDRANT

Scene with incongruent object added: POT OF FLOWERS
Prechange Scene: FLORIST (paired with STREET scene)

Scene with congruent object added: POT OF FLOWERS

Scene with incongruent object added: FIRE HYDRANT
Prechange Scene: HAIRDRESSER (paired with HOME OFFICE scene)

Scene with congruent object added: HAIR BRUSHES

Scene with incongruent object added: PENCILS
Prechange Scene: HOME OFFICE (paired with HAIRDRESSER scene)

Scene with congruent object added: PENCILS

Scene with incongruent object added: HAIR BRUSHES
Prechange Scene: HAT SHOP (paired with KITCHEN scene)

Scene with congruent object added: HAT

Scene with incongruent object added: POT
Prechange Scene: KITCHEN (paired with HAT SHOP scene)

Scene with congruent object added: POT

Scene with incongruent object added: HAT
Prechange Scene: PARK (paired with NURSERY scene)

Scene with congruent object added: PILE OF LEAVES

Scene with incongruent object added: TEDDY BEAR
Prechange Scene: NURSERY (paired with PARK scene)

Scene with congruent object added: TEDDY BEAR

Scene with incongruent object added: PILE OF LEAVES
Prechange Scene: TABLE (paired with BATHROOM scene)

Scene with congruent object added: SALT SHAKER

Scene with incongruent object added: TOOTHPASTE
Prechange Scene: BATHROOM (paired with TABLE scene)

Scene with congruent object added: TOOTHPASTE

Scene with incongruent object added: SALT SHAKER
Prechange Scene: SNOWY YARD (paired with BEACH scene)

Scene with congruent object added: SNOWMAN

Scene with incongruent object added: SANDCASTLE
Prechange Scene: BEACH (paired with SNOWY YARD scene)

Scene with congruent object added: SANDCASTLE

Scene with incongruent object added: SNOWMAN